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All progressive art protests the dominance of what has gone before. Staged incidents and riveting imagery evoke 
pressures and tensions with the vividness of dreams and nightmares in POWERS SEEN AND UNSEEN [Poderes 
visibles e invisibles]. This international selection of recent moving image art, curated by Washington-based guest 
curator of Global Visions, Kelly Gordon, that highlights an array of distinctive artistic strategies. Each cultivates 
awareness of “forces,” visible, invisible, exterior and interior. The exhibition designer is Gaëlle Smits. 

POWERS SEEN AND UNSEEN is an open discussion, drawing attention to the ideas, influences and struggles that 
impact daily life, inform world views and nourish philosophical perspectives regarding the construction and 
dynamics of Power. Conditions expressed—ranging from psychic to existential, fearsome to romantic, mundane to 
magical, soothing to ominous, specifically metaphorical to intentionally ambiguous—present viewers with a menu of 
gripping provocations.



Miguel Ángel Ríos' (Argentina) A Morir (2003) adapts a popular street game into a battle scene. Whizzing tops 
bash and bump and vie for dominance until none are left standing. Ambient street sound alludes to the familiarity of 
the sensibility of aggressive one-ups-manship in daily life.

Mircea Cantor (Romania) brings a deer and its natural predator, a wolf, into a white gallery space. The 
improbability of their peaceful co-existence in Deeparture (2005) intensifies as the camera surveys their faces and 
postures. Innocence, instinct, hovering threat and victimization are called into question. While ripe with various 
interpretations, the work was inspired by the precarious status of post-Soviet Romania.

A lithe woman padding down the beach, evidently caught up in her own thoughts “stars” in Carla Chaim's (Brazil) 
Projeto para curvar o corpo (2016). The high camera angle suggests surveillance is in progress without revealing 
whether such is of a predatory, amatory or sheerly aesthetic nature.

Nira Pereg (Israel) found refuge for her broken heart in the flamingo house at the Berlin Zoo, daily visiting the 
birds who “ducked” in unison whenever the artist flapped her arms. For 67 Bows (2006) she filmed them and then 
superimposed a sound track that suggests the horror of a hunter loose in the zoo, however at the same time the 
shocking scene reminds viewers how disconnected sound and image can be combined and deployed to manipulate 
actuality.

In Matthew Weinstein's (USA) Crusing 1980 (2010 ) glowing kitschy ship clocks set sail toward one another. 
Once in proximity, they sparkle as if signaling some kind of starry-eyed interface. All the while the click of Time 
constrains the evanescence of their fleeting encounter and subtly evokes the trickling away of minutes viewers have 
left in their lives, marked with a score by Balkan Beat Box.

Federico Solmi (Italy) deploys over-the-top intensity and dark humor to burlesque the questionable allure of 
celebrity. His bold, nightmarish portraits The Last Emperor (Montezuma) (2015), The Invader (Christopher  
Colombus) (2015) brand the brain and ask viewers to stay attentive  to the apparatus that keeps some in power and 
in the spotlight.

For Untitled (Scream) (2004), painter/performance artist Janaina Tschäpe (Germany) channels the psychic 
angst made iconic in paintings by Edvard Munch and Francis Bacon. Even those who do not recognize the setting, 
sense both enchantment and melancholy in Lacrimacorpus (2004). Alone in the elegant great hall of a Weimar 
castle that was once Goethe's summer home and later, near to a Nazi death camp, the artist's subject, dressed in a 
vintage-style gown with a tear-like bubble collar, spins like a music box figurine, driven by a Liszt-like piano score, 
as she whirls to the point of collapse.

A slow procession winds through downtown Madrid. The cars of this “official” motorcade are topped with huge 
portraits of Spanish leaders, mounted upside down. In Los Encargados (2012) Jorge Galindo and Santiago 
Sierra (Spain) meditate disillusionment and ask whether collective progress is possible or whether it is a fact that 
“the more things change, the more they stay the same.” The solemn black and white parade has a colorful 
counterpoint: the stirring Polish workers' anthem, dating back to 1905, recorded in 1993 by the Alexandrov 
Ensemble .

Bart Groenendaal (The Nederlands) and Eglè Budvytytè (Lithuania) explain Shaking Children (2013) as 
follows: «Shaking is a technique for triggering disobedience through the body. Shaking workshop is a symbolic 
proposition to transgress the grid of time and space and the mechanisms of social control which are present at 
school.» In this edgy work, although the kids assume the respite of a trance, viewers are more haunted than lulled by 
the artists' disturbing scenario.

Museo de Arte Contemporáneo del Zulia (MACZUL) will host part two of POWERS SEEN AND UNSEEN 
opening early in 2017. In the interim the media space at MACZUL will feature Miguel Ángel Ríos' (Argentina) 
riveting single-channel work CRUDO (2008), projected slightly larger than life size. A dancer in a white suit against 
a dark, dimensionless background taps out a  beat that continues to gain momentum, even as a dog leaps up to  
tenaciously grab onto his arm.  This piece will bridge the venues beginning on October 15.

POWERS SEEN AND UNSEEN will be on view October 9 to November 6 at Casa Vieja of Hacienda La 
Trinidad Parque Cultural. This is the latest project within Global Visions: Insights into International Moving  
Image Art, a program of exhibitions and events developed throughout 2016 by Backroom Caracas, developed with 



support from the Office of Public Affairs at the Embassy of the United States in Caracas and in collaboration with 
Hacienda La Trinidad Parque Cultural, MACZUL, and thanks to Foto Florida Servicios Audiovisuales.

For further information contact:

Marianela Díaz Cardozo: marianela@backroomcaracas.com | (+58) 416.774037
Gabriela Lepage: gabriela.lepage@gmail.com | (+58) 412.2531447

----

About the program:

Global Visions: Insights into International Moving Image Art is a program created by Backroom Caracas and 
curated by Kelly Gordon, with support from the Office of Public Affairs at the Embassy of the United States in Caracas, 
and a collaboration alliance with Museo de Arte Contemporáneo del Zulia, Centro de Arte Los Galpones and Hacienda La  
Trinidad Parque Cultural, that will unfold throughout 2016. The program comprises exhibitions, talks, workshops and 
screenings in Caracas and Maracaibo, and aims to explore our contemporary relationship with moving image art from an  
international perspective.

Kelly Gordon, the founding Curator for Film and Media at the Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture Garden of the 
Smithsonian Institution, has recently become an International Independent Curator at Large and Moving Image 
Acquisitions Consultant, based in Washington, DC.

Backroom Caracas is a contemporary art platform creating and publishing contents that revolve around the practice 
and reflections on contemporary art in Venezuela through a website conceived as a space for creation and thought. We are  
focused on producing contemporary art exhibitions and collaboration alliances that promote dynamic interactions about 
space, audience and context. We have a passionate belief in the power of art to create inspiring personal experiences and  
to encourage positive joint ventures. Through exhibitions, publications, a reciprocal international artist residency and 
learning workshops, Backroom Caracas stands out as a new platform for contemporary art in Venezuela. 

backroomcaracas.com | TW - IG: @backroomcaracas | FB: Backroom Caracas

Hacienda La Trinidad Parque Cultural is a non-profit civil association dedicated to promoting cultural development 
and appreciation in a place where nature, history and arts come together to create an enabling environment for learning,  
leisure and recreation. Located on the grounds of an old coffee hacienda, the complex works on a set of patrimonial  
buildings that were declared “cultural interest site” in 2005.

haciendalatrinidad.org | TW: @trinidadcultura | FB – IG: @haciendalatrinidad

Museo de Arte Contemporáneo del Zulia (MACZUL) is a national institution for multiple cultural action designed 
for rooting itself into the community. Maczul is a cultural project born in Maracaibo thanks to an initiave by the 
Universidad del Zulia. It is run by a non-profit Foundation with programme and administrative autonomy that aims to be 
a transforming agent of society through art, and to improve people’s quality of life. 

maczul.org.ve | TW – IG: @elmaczul | FB: MACZUL Museo 


